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ABSTRACT

Availability of energy and its cost are the principal fac-

tors to determine any strategic measures that will be taken

to change existing practices or to use alternate energy

sources " Agrícultural resídues may be considered as alter-

nate ener¡ly sources as they are abundant in nature and pro-

duce heaL energy equivalent to lignite coal when burned " The

heat content of combustible material is related to its mois-

ture content and specific data has not been available to

comoare and select the most desirable of the agricultural

residues" The resídues of agricultural products, such as,

wheat stra\nl , barley stra\ü, al,Í.aLf a, oat strawr peat, flax

stra\^I, corn silage and sunflower hulls and pulp were burned

at different levels of moisture in a Parr Plaín Jacket Calo-

rimeter to find their higher heat values, from which the

lower heat values of these residues \{ere calculated '

The curves for heat value versus moisture content were

drawn and their regression equatíons \,/ere found"

Based on the experiments iL \,/as

sunflower hulls and pulp had the

!L^ -^^! ^r^^ts^ble fuel is wheatLtlE lrtuÐ L du4PLa

availabiliry and high heat values"

found that the míxture of

L: ^L^^È L^^ts ^^ntent bUtrllBrlc> L Lrs4L Le

stra\"r, due both to its

Oat straw had the lowest



heat content of the residues tested at a typical storage

moisture content of 2O% "
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Demands for energy are increasing with the rapid development

in industry, mechanization and transportation. The entire

vüorld is dependent on petroleum as a source of energy con-

sumÍng about 20 billíon barrels in a year. The diminishing

supply of liquid petroleum is forcing the scientists and

engineers to look into the future for alternate energy

sources " The known reserves of petroleum in Canada have

dropped by about 35% since 1969 and presently Canada is

importing about 252 of its total oil consumption. trlorld

Energy Out1ook, published by the Organization for Economic

Cooperatíon and Development (OECD, 1977 ) indicated that

there may be great risks in perrnitting the current energy

trend to continue " It stated that the demand for imported

oil by OECD countries may rise to 35 rnil1íon barrels per day

by 1985 from the 23.4 million barrels per day in 1975 due to

the present energy policies. The result, when supported by

similar circumstances in other countries will undoubtedlv

lead to higher prices or shortalle or both" I^Ihile it may not

be practical to reduce energy consur,rption because of a

slow-down in development, the adoption of new sources of

energy is a logical step. It may not be possible to have

-1-



total enersv inrlenendenee from frtqqil frrolq hrrf nrn¿1 rrcfinnt usL

routines can become energy self suffÍcient by alternate

energy sollrces such as utilizing solar or biomass energy.

Until recently rnany solicl wastes $rere classecl as disposal

problems but many f orms such as stra\^rs, \rood chips, peat and

ser¡/age sludge contain abundant quantities of heat energy,

These forms of energy are inexpensive and are readily avail-

able if collection and handling systems can be developed.

ASAE public policy issues report (1979) reported that 4

crtarls of enersv from croo resjdrres and ?. cuads from manure

can be produced by IJ"S. farmers annually. Crop resÍdues

which are not required for erosion control can be converted

into usable energy by burning them in

nâst - sma'l I sraitl's stravr was used to

engines in the areas where there vJas a

\,/OOd "

a furnace. In the

fire steam traction

scarcity of coal and

The term agricultural residues can be referred ro all

crop residues; barley strar4Te sr-rnflower seed hu11s, and some

other \^rastes, like peat, wood chips etc" According to Schwab

(1979), the total residue yield from crops vary with their

varities, for example with wheat, the grain to straw ratio

is 1:1.5, while for oats it ís 1:2" Barley has a l:l ratio.

The total vie-ld of orsanic mârerial in the United States

from crops and food are about 390000000 tons per year, from

logging and the wood industry, about 55000000 tons annualy
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and from manure, 200 10001000 tons per year (Larry, L972) 
"

According to Kníght et a1 (I97 4) in terrns of energy one ton

of organíc material is equivalent to one barrel of crude

oil.

Tho ftral ronrliro¿l fnr ¿lrr¡inor -.,6 crops 1s a ma:lor component

of the total energy requirement in agriculture in certain

areas" For drying corn with an initÍal moisture content of

30% down to 147. ttre liquid petroleum gas requirement is

about 280 litres per hectare " Because of this high energy

requírement, use of crop residues for drying purposes rüas

investígated by Kajewslci et al (L977). Presently the energy

cost for collection of straw for the industrial manufacture

of hydrocarbon fuels is not economical and the most practi-

cal route is to burn and use Ëhe heat energy on the farms.

In the United Kingdom a number of farmers are using strat/ in

addition to logs and papers in their slo\,r burning furnaces.

The residues of agricultural products can be converted

into usable energy forms by combustion and by biological and

chemical processes. By burning the residues heaL energy is

obtained, while through their biological and chemical pro-

cesses, storable energy can be obtained.

The direct burning heat available through the agricul-

tural resídues is convenient as the heat can be obtained

from the present available state of fhe residues and no

change is required as is the case with some other forms n for
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exampre to get producer gas it requires a chemical process

and a certain degree of supervisi-on. The heat generated by

agricultural residues can be economi eel 1 v rrri 1 ï 2sd in home

heating, livestock barn heating and drying of crops.

No work has been done in the past on the heat values of

agricultural residues at different moisture contents. The

research work to determine heat values of agricultural resi-

dues at various moisture levers was conducted at the Depart-

ment of Agricultural Engineering, university of }{anitoba" rt

was conducted with some crop residues and peat with the fol-

lowine

o bj ect íve s

I To find the higher heat values of various agricul-

tural residues at different levels of moisture

content.

To find the lower heat values

different moisture contents.

of these residues at

to

at

To find regression equations

values of different residues

LU! g ô

Tn ¡^-^.-a fLn L^^+rv uv¡:rI/4L ç LtlE LlgdL

anongst each other at

rage condition of 20%

calculaLe the heac

nnrz I arza'l nF -^i_- ,.._rs-

val-ues of all these residues

the highest permissible sto-

moisture content.



q To determine the

other agricultural

heat content relati onshi o of

residues compared to wheat



Chapter TI

REVIEI'I OF LITEP.ATURE

2 "I ENERGY RECOVERY FRO},Í AGRICULTURAL RESIDUES

l'{any forrns of vraste material such as wheat straw, barley

sfrârr. hrome syAl^ ^1ç^1ç^ ^"'.flower seed hulls etc. con-t urvrrru 6roÞÞ t 4LLALLO t ÞUrr-

tain abundant quantities of energy. This energy can be con-

vertecl into usable heat energy by the use of an appropríate

burner "

The major problem assocíated rvith burning agricultural

residues is íts excessive smoke which contributes to air

pollution. According to Thompson, Mi11er and Goss (1975)

rice straw burning reduced the visibility in the Sacramento

valley in California during October I97 I to less than seven

miles, while the state mínimum visibility standard is 10

miles. According to field burning data reported by Thomp-

son, Miller and Goss (1975), the stra\{ should be burned at

10'L2f, moisture content to produce the least amount of

smoke "

2.L.L Energy From Cereal Crop Residues

Kanoksing and Lapp ( 1975) reported on energy recovery from

^ô+ õ++ôr, +L-^,,^l- ^,,*^1,.-"'^ ^-l ^--^-^L;^ Å:*aa+'i^* 'F}'^r'OAL 5Lf aW LIIIO(IBtt PyIUrJvbIU dIIU <IIIdcLUUIU urËcùLIUIT ô ]r!E.Y

found that the energy content of the crop residues can be an

-6-
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attr:active source of energy and it can substitute for fossil

fuel. White (1979) indicated in his article "Efficient tlse

of Enersv in Asriculture and Horticulturett that the conflict-__ __o^

with the requirements of food and fibre production is less

likely to arise if the residues of food crops are used for

energy purposes instead of growing special crops.

In the United Kingdom farmers are no\^/ using crop residues

ín slow burning furnaces to heat water. High density straw

bales were used in a grain drier in Germany, Gogerty (i978).

trnlhite ( 1979) reports on the possibilities of grain drying

and heating of controlled environment houses \^Jith strav/ as a

fuel "

2,L "2 Energy From Sewage Sludge

The heat values obtained from crop residues will be differ-

ent for different fields from where they are obtained (Dor,¡n-

ing, 1973). Based on this fact LaRue (1977) tested some crop

residues and sewage sludge to find their heat values" The

residue samples were taken from one place only. Ile found

that the heat Obtained ffOm Se\¡rêoê c'l'râoo anrì n16p feSidUeS

was much more than from lignite coal. Sunflower stocks pro-

duced the greatest amount of heat in his combustion tests 
"

LaRue found that sewage compost contaíned large quantities

of inorganic material and if this could be eliminated the

compost would be a much more efficient fuel source.
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2.I "3 Energy Recovery From l,lood lnlaste And Peat

The use of wood vlaste as a eriergy source is an old practice.

In the early days people burned wood to cook and to heat

their houses. It still is a common fuel in some developíng

countries. Watson (1978) díscussed the possibility of using

a wood \üaste firecl plant to provide a loi¿ cost energy source

for large scale drying of timber. The modern process of high

temperature drying of exotic pines requires kiln tempera-

tures of about l50C (degree Celcíus) and prímary tempera-

tures of 204C. A v¡ood rnill at Morwell . Victoria used a

heater having serpentine shaped coi1s, with a fluid having a

hish boilins ooin t f 'l owi ns i n these coils " The fltrid works*'_Þ r"

as a heat transfer media and produces the required tempera-

ture "These coils were heated by wood rüastes and so the tirn-

ber drying operation, formerly taking two days, has been

reduced to eight hours by this method.

Svenska ( 1978) discussed a nerü bark drying process in

which raw bark, normally having 607. water content, is dried

in a stream of hot gas and simultaneously ground in a mi1l,

to form a fine, uniform powder with only l0 to 15% water

content " This powder can be used directly in burners for

pulverized fue1" Peat can also be treated in this way.

Holmes ( 1980) defined peat as a combustible substance

produced by the incomplete decomposition of vegetable matter

under conditions where atmospheric oxygen is excluded, usu-
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ally in v/ater. According to Steklasa (i980) the character of

peat depends upon the conditions under lvhich ít has been

formed and the naLure of vegetation which has contributed to

its formation.

Othmer (1978) used peat for energy recovery and found

that the ful1 heat of peat can be recovered by wet air oxi-

datíon"When the rar¡/ \,ret peat in the closed vessel is heated

to the lower range of temperatures for wet catbonization and

oxygen is supplied, a rapid oxidation takes p1ace" The

excess oxygen will oxidize aLI of the carbonaceous material

of the peat and the final products are carbon dioxide and

water. This heat compared on a dry weight basis with coa1,

amounts to two thirds to an eqivalent heaLing value.

2 "I "4 Energy Recovery Through Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis can be defíned as the chemical decomposition of a

material by the action of heat in the absence of oxygen.

This process r¡/as first used in the making of charcoal . Rid-

dle ( 1972) used pyrolysis as a method of solid waste dispo-

sa1 and found that since the pyrolysis units operate at

lower temperatures than the incineration system they are

cheaper to build and less critical to operate.

Since the crops are harvested at particular times of the

year , it seems important to convert \,/astes of dif ferent com-

positíon and quantity into a form that may approach compati-
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bility ivith industrial firing practices. SchlesÍnger et al_

(r974) suggested the conversion of agricultural wastes into
a usable energy form by pyrolysis. l,lateriars thar can not be

burned cleanly in incinerators can be converted to gas, oirs
and solids that can be burned cleanly by known methods.

Knight er al (tgl+) reported that rhe steady flow, low
temperature pyrolysis process is capable of converting the
agricultural wastes into fuels. They founcr that the char and
pyrolytic organic liquid represent useful solid and liquid
fuels that can be transported economically. Agricultural
\'Tastes are very low in sulfur, and therefore the fuels
obËained by pyrolytic conversion are also 1ow in sulfur.
The exhaust gas from burning this fuel therefore
sulfur dioxide 

"

2"I"5 Energy Recovery Through Anaerobic Dígestion
Anaerobic digestion ís the biol0gical decomposition of
organic material in a controlled environment without the
presence of oxygen. Kanoksing and Lapp ( Ig75) applied anae_

robic digestion and pyrolysis to oat stra\,r to find the
energy content of cereal crop residues. In their experiment
with anaerobic digestion, the gas yield ranged from 0.38 to
0"4I L/e (litres per gram) contaíning 52 to 56% methane and

32 to 4BZ carbon dioxi-de. In the pyrolysis process the gas

obtain ranged from 0"09 to 0.11 L/g and contained 13 consti_
tuents, out of which 30"Á was methane and 40% was carbon

is low in



dioxide. They concluded that

crop residues was technically

anaerobic digestion.

2 "I "6 Present Energy Sources

There is a great concern that petroleum

ing thereby requiring a ne\ù form of

mobile po\,Jer units and other vehicles of

tt
the energy recovery from cereal

feasible by borh pyrolysis and

reserves are deplet-

portable energy for

the future "

2 "I.6 "I Sunflower oi1 as a fuel source

Goodier et al ( 1980) reported the tests conducted by the

united states Department of Agriculture (u"s"D.A.) on sun-

flower oil used as a mixture with diesel fuel in a John

Deere 4020 diesel tractor. The results showed that the two

fuels mixed easily and exihibit no tendency to seperate when

left undisturbed for several d.ays" The no load engine speed

was 2350 rprn (revolutions per minute). Under load at this

speed the sunflower mixtures emitted. a sma1l amount of

smoke, while under no load conditions and with pure diesel

fuel no emission of smoke was visible.

2.L "6 "2 Al-cohol as a f uel

rnterest first began in utÍlization of alcohol as a fuel "due

to surplus grain production in canada and the united states,

but ít never received much attention because of the low

peLroleum prices. Renewed interest has been prompted by the



sharp jump in prices and forecast shortages of
fuel. BrazíI has developed the afcohol industry
fhe lack of oil as a natural resource 

"

I2

pe troleum

because of

Al-coho1 has certain properties as an engine fuel which
give it particular value as a blending agent with petroleum,

spírit, benzol and diesel" The arcohols which are of inter-
est as motor fuels are only the first few members of monohy-

dric seríes, being methyl; ethyl, n_propyl and. n_butyl" The

reason is that their boiling points which are 65C, 7BC, g7C

and 97C respectívely"

trrlrage and Goering ( 1979) tested ethanol and diesel mix_

ture for fuel in a diesel engine. They used a three cylinder
diesel engine wíth a distributor type injector pump for the
engÍne tests" The fuels used in tests were No.1 dÍesel fuel,
No.2 diesel fuel and diesohol. A blend containing I0% (by
volume) anhydrous ethanol anð, 90"/" No.2 dÍesef fuel v/as

called diesohol. They found that engine performance was good

wiLh diesohol and it produced approxÍmately 302 less smoke

compared to No.2 diesel fuel. since ethanol had a much 10wer

boiling point than díese1 fuel, a closed contai_ner \,,ras

requÍred for storing ethanol - dÍesohor fuel blends. other_
wise the ethanol evaporated from the blend 

"

Bayh ( 1980) in his article "Fuel alcohol production',
reported that the National Alcohol Fuels commíssion (NAFC)

has under\'üay a series of studies to examine all aspects of
ethanol and methanolfor use as fue1.
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COMPRESSING OF RESIDUES

residues are abunclent in nature and contain energy

is sufficient to rnake their use as a fuel source feas-

But their low densíty creates a problem in their han-

and transportation" Balíng and pelleting provide a

of increasing the density of these residues.

Stone ( 1949) tested wheat

briquetting and he found

energy may be obtaÍned from

necessary to produce them"

temperature of 22OC and a

(pounds per square inch) for

stra\^/ for energy recovery after

that fjftv fimes as much heat

the briquettes by burning, as is

He also recommended a minimum

minimum pressure of 5000 psi

briquett making.

Dobie and Carnegíe (L972) found that some r,raste materials

require some binding agent to make a cube of good density

and durabÍ1ity for handling " Laboratory tests indicated that

binders that \,ri11 dissolve well enough to make a 40% or more

solution in \^rater give the best results when applied as a

liquid.

LaRue (I976) conducted experiments to find the physical

propertíes of briquetts made from sunflower stalks. Asphalt

was added to the organic material at different percentages

and mixed with a stirrine device on an electríc drill" The

asphalt was thinned with the addition of 10 percent turpen-

f ino h¡¡ -'n'1 "-o Thi s imnrovefl the mixinp o¡al itieS Of theYusr-

asphalts. He found that carbonizing could improve briquetts

using an asphalt binder"
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2 "3 SIZE REDUCTION OF STRAI^]S

Agicultural residues,like wheat and oat strai^7 and sunflower

stalks, can be used as a heating source in a better way when

they are properly briquetted. LaRue (I976) srared rhat bri-

quetting is a method to increase the density of crop wastes

so that these can be burnt in the most effícient way. The

crop residues that are available from the fields are bulky

to hricltette. so it is necessa1'v fn re¿lrrnc i-heir size. The

size reduction can be done by the use of a hammer mill. On a

commercial basis The Prairie Agricultural Machinery Insti-

tute (PAMI) testecl different varieties of tub grinders for

eff icient grinding. Burror.¡s Enterprises, Inc. also tested

Roto Grinders to grind the big bales into a granular forrn "

2.4 UTILIZATION OF RESIDUAL HEAT

Fuels are the source of energy, which when burned serves the

purpose of raising the temperature in a furnace. In West

Germany a stra\"r fired furnace is used for heating a 44000

bird broiler house plus a large farm dwelling. In Denmark

farmers estimate a thousand square bales will heat a farm

house for the winter.

KajewskÍ et aI (1977) designed a furnace to burn corn

stal-ks to provide heat for drying high moísture grains. They

found that the crop residues can provide a reliable, low

cost source of heat for grain drying and graín quality was

not danaged by this method of drying "
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Singh et al ( 1980) designed several kinds of furnaces to

burn rice husks and groundnut shells to provide heat energy

requÍred for artificial drying of raw or parboÍled paddy and

for seneratins steam which can be used in the oarboilinsLrLv Hq!

process and for por{er generation to operate the rice mi1ls.

Al-leman (I979) reported on a crop residue burner manufac-

tured by Middle States Mfg. Co" which replaced costly pro-

pane fuel with corn stalks, milo stubble, corn cobs, wood or

h"y; for dryíng corn. This residue burner is also applicable

to the hot air turbine engine in supplying the primary

heated air necessary for a high performance operation"
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Sone

vrr@PLsr III

THEORY

DEFINITION OF TER},1S

basíc terms which are

defined here.

frequentlv used in this thesis

3 .1 " 1 Moisture Content

The moísture content of different residues has a consiclera-

ble effect on the heat values" l,4oisture present in the resi-

dues can be determíned by different ways but in the present

experiment the oven drying method was used. lufoisture content

can be determined either wet basis or clrv basis as fol1orus"

In the experiment of fincling heat values of different

residues moisture contenËs were determined on the wet basís.

Hereafter the moisture content on wet basis will be written

moisture content onl-y.

MC(i^rbZ)=(wt " of wet sample-rrt " of dry sample)xl00

tr^Ieight of wet sample

and

l{C( db%)=(wt . of rvet sample-vrt . of dry sample)xl00

Weight of dry sample

r.rhara

-16-
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t,fC

l'{C

(wb%) = lloisture content, \,/et basis, percent

(db%) = I{oisture content, dry basis, percent

3 "I "2 Fleat of Vapourization And Condensation

Heat of vaoorrrization is the amount

required to turn i kg. of liquid at its

kg. of vapour at the same temperature.

Heat of condensation is the heat liberated in Joules when

1 kg. of vapours are turned into I kg " of liquid at that

temDerature.

Lfhon n \rân^rrr cnndenqaq

to the surface on which the

I-leat is also set free when a

of this, the total amount of

a compound is forrned depends

product.

of heat in Joules

boiling point into 1

its latent heat is transferred

liquid droplets are deposÍted "

liquid solidifies. 0n account

heat set free or absorbed when

upon the physical state of the

3.1 .3 Standardizatíon

The term standardization is used to denote the operation of

the calorimeter on a standard sample from which the energy

equivalent or effective heat capacity of the system can be

determined "

For standardization DurDoses Benzoic acid of known heat

value is used" Benzoic acid is usuallv comÐressed into

tablet or pellet form because the pellers are easy to handle



and they burn more slo\rlly than the

ensurins e.omol ete combustion"

iB

I onsp q:mnl oq fhorphr¡

3. ].4 Standard Solution

Any solution whose strength is accurately known is called a

standard solutÍon. In the experiment of heat value determi-

nation the standard solution of sodium carbonate of 0 "0725

norrnality ruas used to find the value of nitric acid formed

in the burnine nrocess.

To prepare a 0"1 N sodium carbonate solution the follow-

inq calculations \Ärere used.

The molecular weight of sodium is 23, carbon is 12 and

oxygen is i6" Therefore, the gram molecular weight of

sodium carbonate(Na2 C03 )

=2x23+12+3xL6
= 106 c

When sodium carbonate combínes with hydrocl'lloric acid,

Ehe chernical reaclion takes place is

Na2 C03 + 2HC1 = 2NaC1 + CO2 + H20

Since two molecules

of sodium carbonate,

carbonate=L06/2=53

hydrochloric acid react wíth one

gram equivalent weight of sodium

of

the

È;

To make one litre decinorrnal solution 5"3 grams of solid

sodium carbonate wil1 be requíred, Thus, to make 0.0725 N
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solution, the amount of anhydrous sodium carbonate = 53 x

0.0725

=3 "8425 g

Therefore , 3.8425 gram of sodium carbonate was dissolved

in one litre of water and the solution was used for the

titration"

3.1.5 Energy Equivalent Factor

Tt i s thr" eners-' -^^'-i -^r +^ -a i se the temnerâ ture of therL ro Lrru urrLL¿iy !cqurrsu Lv !urrL LrrL Lurrrl,u!a¡

calorimeter to one degree celcius expressed as the Joules

-^^* J ^^1 ^ius. This faci-or rêDresenfs the combinedPçr usÈir cç uEILauÞ c M!Þ !aL Lvr r g yr çuur¡L o I

heat capacity of the water bucket of the vrater ítself, of

the bomb and its contents, and of parts of the thermometer,

stirrer, and supports for the bucket.

Tn the experiments, the energy equivalent factor denoted

by I^l is calculated as

I^l=Hm*el*e3

E

where,

II = Heat of combustion of standard benzoic acid

= 26452202 Joules/Kg "

m = Mass of standard benzoic acid in Kg.

el= Heat liberated by the Nitric acíd forrned by chemical

reactions in burning, in Joule.

=4.1B6BxVo1"of Sodíum CarbonatexN of Sod. Carbonate

0 "07 25
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Uníts of el are energy units as a unit volume of nitric

acid liberates units of energy " 4 "i868 is a constant to

convert calories into joules.

e3= Heat produced by the burrring of fuse wire

= 9"62964 x (10 - Length of wíre left after burnine)

The constant factor 9 "62964

ter of fuse wire after burning

t = Temnerâfrrre difference

=tf-ta

ís used because orie centime-

gives 9 "629 64 joules of heat.

tf= Final maximum temperature, degree celcius

ta= Initial temperature, degree celcius"

3 . I .6 lligher Heat Value

Inlhen a substance is burned in a closed chamber. the heat of

vapourization of \,rater vapours and the heat of condensation

of waLer vapours formed by the combination of hydrogen and

oxygen are added int.o the heat of combustion of the solid

material. The heat value obtained is the hisher heat value

of that substance. It is obtained bv anv sort of fuel calo-

rimeter.

The higher heat value, denoted by HHV is calculated as

HIIV=tW-el-e2-e3

l{

L{here,

t = Ternperature difference, degree celcius

=Lf.-ta
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tr'l = Energy equivalent factor

eI= Heat produced by the nitric acid formation

e2= H.eaL of combustion of sulfur

e3= Heat produced by burning of fuse wire

If = Mass of sample burned in Kg.

lrrhile cal culating the higher heat value, the heat of com-

bustion of sulfur is disregarded because the residues usecl

in the experiment here contain such a small amount of sul-

fur, less than 0.5% in all cases (Morrison, 1956), that it

contributes very minute amount of heat after burning, which

can be neglected. In addition deternining the sulfur content

in a sample is a very time consuming process, so the sma11

error which the sulfur correction will produce, is insigni-

ficant and so e2 disregarded.

3 "I.7 Lower Heat Value

hrhen a substance burns in open air, the heat value obtained

is lower than that of the higher heat value. The water vap-

ours v¡hích are formed by Ëhe hydrogen present in the sample

combined with oxygen present in the air, escapes so it does

not contribute any heat. Also the heat of vapourization of

water present as the moisture content of the sample is also

1 ^^+ i ^'r burnine" The heat value thus obtained isf vÞ L r!r vPçrr 4L_

called the lower heat value 
"

Lower heat value, denoted as LIIV, can be calculated as

LITV = HHV - Heat of condensation of r,/ater vaÞours
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formed by the hydrogen - heat taken by the

r^iater to raise its temperature to boiling

ooint-T{eat taken in evaooration of water.r--__-'_---

+l-^-^ç^-^LLlg!g!u!c,

LHV = Htil/ - 285"95844 x H2 x (1.0-MC) - l{C x S x (100-ra)

-McxL

Where,

HHV = Higher heat value

H2 = Amount of hydrogen present in the sample

Mc = Moisture content of the sample

S = Specific heat of rvater = I

L = Latent heat of steam = 2260872"0 J/ke.(Joules

nor lri 1 nor¡m)- ô' -"'/

An average value of 6 " 5% of dry matter is used for the

hydrogen content of all the agricultural resídues"

The constant 100 is used as the temperature of boiling

I,{7ater.

The constant 285.95844 is the Joules of heat liberated

when the steam formed by the reaction of hydrogen and oxy-

gen, condenses "

ldhen the hydrogen burns in the presence of oxygen, the

chemical reaction is

H2 + I/2 02 = H20 (vapour) + 24I"997 Joules
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This 241.997 Joules of heat is always produced no matter

whether there is closed burning or open air burning "

If the steam formed in thís reaction is allowed to con-

dense, the reaction is

H. + 112 O^ = ILO (lÍquid) + 285 "95844 JoulesL¿1'

When the burning of the sample is ín open air, i,e., when

calculating lower heat value, the vrater vapours formed by

hydrogen and oxygen does not condense but escapes oul and so

this amount of heat is subtracted "
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

The heat values of different

ermined by using a Parr 1341

ure 1). The heat values were

contents of these resídues.

residues were det-

calorimeter ( fig-

different moisture

agricultural

nl ain i¡¡l¿of

^^tsi-^r^.f -+eùLrudLeu dL

4 .1 SAMPLE COLLECTION

The samples of wheat, oat, barley, flax and alfalfa were

collected from the Glenlea research station farm - sorrth of

I^linnipeg, whereas corn silage samples were collected f rom

Carman (south west of Winnipeg). The peat samples were from

manitoba forest peat, the coal sample was brought from 200

miles north of hlinnipeg near the Pine River and sunflower

hulls and pulp samples were collected from a sunflower pro-

cessing plant at Altona. These samples were all kept in

polyethelene bags and the bags were tied properly to make

them air tight. These bags were then kept in a refrigerator

at a constant temperaLure to avoid their moisture loss and

also to prevent any fungus development in the residues. For

testing puroses, samples were taken out one at a time from

the refrigerator.
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Figure 1: Parr Plain Jacket Calorímeter
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4.2 MOISTURE CONTENT DETER]'{INATION

The samples as brought from the field \,rere too large to test

in small capsules for heat content and for the moísture con-

tent test, so after taking out the crop sample from refri-

gerator, they were finely cut by a scissors. The grains from

the crop \,/ere seperated out while the remaining part of that

crop vras used for the heat and moisture tests.

4.2"I Finding Total Moisture Contents

For finding total moisture content, three aluminum contain-

ers kept in the oven, were taken ouÈ, allowed to coo1,

weighed and recorded. The same process \.,Jas repeated to make

sure that their weight was constant. The empty weights were

noted dovrn by weighing them on a balance (figure 2), accu-

rate upto four decimal places. Residue samples of 15 to 25 g

vrere put in the containers and the containers were weighed.

All the three containers vrere kept in an air oven for 24 h,

48 h, or 72 h depending on the residue, and the temperature

of the oven was set at 65c to I03c again depending on the

residue kept inside. After thís time l.ho qrmnlês vrere taken

out from the oven and kept in a desicator. When they were

properly cooled, their weights were Laken and the moisture

contents on wet basis r^¡ere determined. The average of three

reolicates rrâs taken as the total moisture contenl of a

residue sample.
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Figure 2: The weighing balance
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l, ') ")

To find

required

purpo se

afuminum

kept in

Varying The

heat values

to vary the

the samples

l'{ois ture

aÈ different moisture contents. it was

moisture content of residues. For this

from one residue were kept in about i5

containers previously tared. These containers were

an oven for different leneth of time. The contain-

ers T¡/ere then cooled in a desiccator and weiehed. Their loss

of moisture vrere determined and so their moisture content

r¡rere computed. These containers with the desired moisture

Content were ftgnt- rir tiolrt in polyethelene bags in in a

refrigerator, at a constant low temperature. One at a time

containers with polyethelene bags were taken out from the

refrigerator for conducting the heat value test, kept for

some time to reach room temperature, removed from the

polyethelene bags and then weighed again to make sure of

their moisture content. From this container samples were

made into capsules for conducting the heat value deterrnina-

tion test.

4.3 }{AKING THE PELLETS

Parr instruction manual no. 147 indicates that the powdered

samples should be compressed into tablet or pellet fonn for

easier handling and also pelleted samples burn more s1ow1y,

thereby reducing the chances for incomplete combustion. For

making pellets the Parr 28ll pe11et press (figure 3) v¡ith a



Figure 3: Pe11et press
1. Pellet press and
2. 1.2 cm. volatíle
3. 0.6 cm. volarile

pe11e ts
sample holder
sample holder
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volatile sample holder was used " The loose sample maLerial

was put in the sample holder and this holder was placed on

the platform of the pe11et press, then by pressing the

handle dov¡nward, sufficient force was applied on the loose

sample so that it is compressed into tablet form. After

making the pe11ets, they vlere stored in the capsules.

In the case of stra\^r, it was impossible to make pellets

as it does not contain any binding material. Also if the

pellets were made, some moÍsture would have been lost durine

the pellet rnaking process. A1l the straf,^/ samples T¡/ere

placecl in the capsules in loose form and were covered by

petri dishes (figure 5) to keep the moisture level constant.

4 "4 STANDARDIZING THE CALORIMETER

The calorimeter vrith all its parts is shown in figure 6. Two

thousand ml . (mi11i-1itre) of distilled \^/ater was placed. in

the oval buchet. This amount of water was found sufficient

to immerse the oxygen bomb completely" A l0 cm long nickel

alloy fuse provided by parr rnstrument co. r,/as attached to

the bomb head terminals for ignition purposes " A standard

benzoic acid pellet was used for standard.izatjor-. An emptv

capsule was weíghed on the balance shown in figure 2, and

then again weighed with the benzoic acid pe1let. The
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Figure 4: trrTater droplets
after burning

deposited on the bomb head
the sample

'ø3
.F,,

; lil:rt?F€;-

Þì,'.

Loose samples
petrí dishes

Figure 5: ín capsules covered by
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Fígure 6: Oxygen bornb calorimeËer
1. Plain jacket calorimeter
2. oval bucket for water
3. Oxygen bomb
4. Stirrer drivíng motor
5a. Ignition unit
5b. Víbrating unit
6. Thermomecer
7. Thermometer reading lens
B. Stirrer
9. Bomb holder tong
10.Stop watch
11.CalorimeËer cover stand
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benzoic acid pellets were provided by Parr Instrument Co "

This capsule was placed on the stand attached to the bomb

head and the fuse rvire was adjusted so that it just touched

the sample. One ml " of distilled rrater was added to the bornb

with a pipette to saturate the combustibles formed during

the burning process " The bomb was closed by turning the nut

and tightened by hand on1y. Oxygen was added to the bomb by

a oxygen filling unit shown in figure 7 " The bomb was 1ow-

ered dov,¡n into the distilled \dater i-n the oval bucket and

the calorimeter was closed by putting on iLs cover" The

stirrer drive belt was connected between the drive wheel and

driving motor. A therrnometer \das lowered down into the

bucket \^rater to sense the temperature rise. This thermometer

v;as.accurate to two decimal places, and an estimate \'r'as pos-

sible for the third place" A reading lens was used to read

the thermometer accurately. A vibrating unit (No. 5B in fig-

ure 6) vras connected with the thermometer so that by press-

ing its button, it vibrates the thermometer. When there Ís

rise in LemDerâtufe the mercurv cômê timec sfucks at one

place so, by vibrating it, this possibility ís avoided.

All electric connecti-ons r¡/ere connected and the stirrer

\,{as started" The starting temperature \¡/as recorded and at

minute intervals a readinq was taken until it became con-

stant. This process usually take 5 minutes. I¡Then the ther-

mometer reading rvas constant the ignition button was
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Figure Oxygen filling unit
1. Oxygen cylínder
2. Oxygen bomb
3. Gas pressure indicaËor
4. Oxygen filling pipe
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pressed allowing an electric current to pass through the

f use f ire " Due to its resistance, tl-Le ruire gets red hot. In

the presence of oxygen the benzoic acid pellet burns and the

heat is liberated throughout the bomb. The heat is taken up

by the bucket v/ater and so the thermometer shows a

temperature rise " Initially the rise in ternperature is very

rapid so the first two mínutes of thermometer readings were

observed at 15 second intervals. Thereafter these readinss

were observed every minute. These readings rvere taken until

the thermometer shows no more rise Ín temperature. At this

stage the experiment was stopped " after taking out the

electric p1ugs, the calorimeter cover \^/as opened up and

placed on its stand " The oxygen bomb was taken out from the

bucket wiLh the help of a tong and by opening the safety

valve, its gas pressure \{as slowly released" I^lhen all the

gas escaped, the bornb \^ras openerl and the head taken out " The

capsule was taken out from its stand and kept in a beaker.

The fuse wire left over after burning r¡as carefully removed

from the terminals and its leneth was measured. The inside

of the oxygen bomb and terminals r^¡ere washed with a jet of

distilled r¡/ater which was collected and poured into the

beaker in which the capsule was placed " In this beaker tvro

drops of methyl orange indicator \,rere added and the solution

!üas titrated against a 0 "0725 N Sodium carbonate solution on

a titration unit shown in figure B " This is done to

determine the volume of nitric aci-d formed. Then the value
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energy eqeirvalent factor, Inl, was calculated according

formula described in chapter 3.

4 . 4 .I Measuring The Fuse I^Iire

After burning, the left over fuse wire is not straíght and

it is almost impossíble to straighten ít completely. So it

can not be measured very accurately by a scale. For this r-

eason, ít was tried to establish a relationship between ma-

ss and length of fuse wire so that by weíghing the fuse wi-

re the length could be computed. It was a time consumíng p-

rocess compared to Lhe error provÍded in the heat value ca-

lculation. So the wíre was measured by the length only.

4.4.2 Pressure In The Bomb

Parr instruction manual no. 1-47 gave the maximum oxygen

pressure límít in the bomb, of 3040 kPa (kílo Pascal) but

when using loose samples, this pressure vüas too high. The

safe pressure at whÍch the loose sample did not fall down

from the capsule was found to be 2230 kPa. so, in all the

heat value measurement experiments, the oxygen pressure in

the bomb r,ras kept at 2230 kPa.

4,5 HLAT VALUE DETERMINATION

To find the heat

moisture contents

values of dÍfferent residues at

the residues !üere chopped into

different

smaller



Ff orlrê )<. Titration unit
t. Burette with stand
2. Nitric acid solution received

oxygen bomb after burning the
3. Overflowed sodium carbonate
4. TítratÍon control unit
5. Solution of sodium carbonate
6. Methyl orange indicator

from
sample
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slzes and brought upto the desired moisture content bv drv-

ing in Lhe air oven. Then for one moÍsture content. the

known weight of the residue was praced in the capsule and

allowed to burn in the oxygen bomb in the presence of oxy-

genr and Lhe temperature rise v¡as observed. The whore proce-

dure for burning the sample was exactly the same as des-

cribed in the standardízation paragraph" After finding the

temperature rise, the volume of nitric acid formed and

length of left over wire after burning, the heat value for

each residue at one moisture content was calculated accord-

ing to the formufa described in chapter 3 " At one moisture

content five replicates were taken and the mean of all fíve

values r¡/as reported as the heat value at that moisture con-

tent. The calculations for heat value were done with the

help of a conputer program given in appendix A. The graphs

relating heat value and moisture content for each residue

were draurn and the equations for finding heat value at a

particular moisture content for each resídue were found by

using a computer program given in appendix B.

4.6 MOISTURE CONTENT REGULATION

Some residues, for example, sunflower hulls

and alfal-fa had very low moisture contents

To find the nature of the curve and also to

tions, Ít is necessary to have at least four

can be obtained only when the samples have

and pulp, coal

when collected.

find fho antta-

rprãinoq r^rlri¡h

higher moisture
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content " To increase the moisture content in the residues a

device knor^rrì as attMoisture Adding Unittt, r^ras constructed

during Ehe experiment. This unit, shown in figure 9, con-

sisted of a garbage container, a centrifugal fan, one perfo-

rated flexible pipe, wire mesh buckets and some polyethelene

covers. The residues that required an addition of moisture

were kept ín wire mesh buckets inside the can and covered by

polyethelene papers to avoid the drip of \^rater, deposited on

top cover of the container due to condensation. A flexible

perforated pipe was fitted at the suction side of a fan so

that when the fan starts, circulation of wet air takes place

inside the can so that the sample gets uniform moisture

exposure. The samples were kept in this container for about

50 hours. It was found that fu-olrq cfrrt-êã orgsing if the

samples were kept for a greater length of tirne.
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Figure 9: Moísture adding unit
1. Contaíner for keeping samples,

v¿ater and fan
2. Centrifugal fan
3. perforated flexible pipe
4. Samples in a ¡¡ire mesh bucket
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Chapter V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the procedure described in chapLer 4, readings with

aLf alfa, barley stra\,r, corn silage, flax strav/, forest peat,

oat stralr, sunflower seed hul1s and pulp mixture, wheat

straw and coal were taken. At each moisture content, five

replicates \.vere taken and their average r,vas recor<led as the

heat value at that moisture content.

5.I HEAT VALUE

5.1.1 A]falfa

OF RESIDUES

For alfalfa the higher and lower heat values in l,\J/kg (ltega

joules per kilogran) at different moisture contents are

recorded in Table 5.1.

Based on the data recorded in Table 5.1 a curve for heaL

value versus moisture content was drawn (figure 10). The

solid lines in the curve are for experimental values. These

values were obtained by burning alfalfa in the presence of

oxygen in a calorimeter. The curve shows the highest of

higher and lower heat values \,rere at 07. moisture content and

those v¡ere 18.46 and 18.44 ìU/kg respectively. At 20",1 mois-

ture content (f igure 10) the higher heat value $/as 12"78

MJ/kg and the lower heat value vras 12"40 l4J/kg. The curve

-4r-
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TABLE 5.1

Heat values of Alfalfa at differenc

moisture contents

! Experimental Values !

Moisture! !

"/tl
IHigtrer lleattt o"rer Heat t

! value ,ILI/kg !vaf ue , t't-l/ tg !

Calculated Values
from regression equation

Higher Heat ! Lower Heat
\,â'1 ,,ô l,rtlL-l i,ilrre MT/l¡ovdf ustllJl Nó¡ vdluet¡u/ r!6

0.0
6.43

11.93
33.74

rB .46
IO"JJ
14.43
T2.T5

18 .44
T6.14
14 .11
TT.26

! 18.46 ! 18.44 !

! 16.33 ! 16.14 !

! t4.43 ! 14.1i !

! 12.15 ! rr.26 !

trl

!

!

!

!

!

I
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21

22

20

Experimental Values

Calculated Values

Equati ons
Higher heat value
Yl = I8 .46-0.30I7x-C .OO654x2+O.000295x3

Lower heat value
Y2 = 18 .44-O.3304x-O.00613x2+0.00285x3

Hi øhan heat values

Lower heat va 1 ues

30 40 50

Moisture %

moisture conËent for Alfalfa

^18
h¡

tio
FJ

"L4
c)

F{

ßrz
+J

ö10

0

-2

Fígure 10: Heat value vs.
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shows that as the moisture content in the sample íncreases,

the heat value decreases as \{e11 as the difference between

the hisher and lower heat value keeo on increasinø with the

increase in moisture content, This is because at the hish

moisture content. total solirls are less and so contribute

less heat while at 1ow moísture content the converse is

true. In the case of lower heat value at low moisture

content of the crop residue, loss of heat due to

vapourizatj-on of water is less but loss of heat due to

evaporation of rüater vaporrrs, formed by the reaction of

trydrogen and oxygen, become more significant because the

hydrogen present is represented as the percentage of dry

matter. At low moisture content the total solids are

relatively large, hydrogen present is also greater and

consiquently the losses are greater. At high moisture

content the heat loss due to vapourization becomes quite

high and so the 1or{er heat value is considerably lower than

the higher heat value.

Based on the experimental values v¡hich are the solid

I ines on the sranh ^ the clrrve f,,râ ^ I J L" +he nature oft Lrrç woÞ uldwll 4llu uy Ll

the ol otted noints. a nol vnomial curve \¡tas f ound most

appropriate. A computer progranì (appendix B) was used to

find the degree of polynomial and the coefficients. In that

program the degree of polynomial were varied from 2 to 9 to

find the most appropriate one. For al-f.alf.a, the degree of 3

was found most appropriate for the experimental valuesr âs
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the value of BeLa, the regression coefficient, vras zero" The

Droprâm has siven the coefficienfs hv r¿hinh fhe reørcqqinne¿; ! Lo olv !r

ecuefions for hieher and lower heat values were found bv

rounding sone figures. These equations are:

llisher heat value__-Þ-'-- '_---

Yl = 18 "46 - 0.3017x - 0"00654x2 * 0"000295x3

Lower heat value

Y2 = 18.44 - 0.3304x - 0.00613x2 * 0.00285x3

\.^Ihere x is the noisture percent in a1fa1 fa.

From the ecuations the hisher and lower heat values \^/ere

calculated at different moisture contents and the values are

renort ed i n Tahle 5 " I under the headi ns of 'r Calculated

values frorn resression eouationtr " Bv comoari nø the"J --"'r*_ -_'Ò

experimental and calculated values, ít was found that both

of them are exactly the same indicating the regression

equation is accurate.

5 "I.2 Bar1ey Straw

When the barley stra\.,/ rras burned in the calorímeter aL 07"

moisture content, the heat value obtained was 17 "54 M¡/kg by

which the lower heat value comes out to be 17.52 MJlkF,. The

tests \^/ere conducted at different moisture contenls upto a

maximum moisture content of 70"547" ot wet basis" The details

of heat values obtained at differenr moistures are given in

Table 5"2" From these values the curves dra\,ün between heat
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value and moisture content is sho\d-n in figure 11. The solid

lines are for experinental values" According to this curve

the highest heat values are at 0% moisture and decreases

rapidly with increase in moisture content. Betweet 20% to

332 moisture content the decrease in heat values was low and

the curve flattens in this region. After 332 moísture the

heat values again decreases very rapidly" Above 51% moisture

content the lower heat value becomes negative while the

1-,-iah¡v ha¡r rra1,,p ¡p¡12jns nositive. It ShowS that the higherrIIËrrg! lIçdL vdruu LLrrlor!rd PvurL!

heat value obtained by burning barley stravl which is over

57% moisture, \,Ias only due to the condensation of water vap-

ôrrr nrêqêrì1- in ri-'^ -ô--1 - A'l so f he hi Shef heat \,/ASvur P! Lou!!L rrr LttE ùdll(P!e e nlùv L tts rrróLrv

obtained from condensation of vJater vapours formed by the

interaction of hydrogen and oxygen. The solid matter at

such a high moisture content does not burn at all" When it

is a closed burning system the heat value obtained is posi-

tive but in open air burning all the heaÈ of condensation

can not be recovered and so instead of giving off heat the

residue starts taking heat from the surroundings and shor^Is

the negative value.

For barley straw the equations for findíng the higher

heat value and lower heat value were found by a polynomial

curve fit using the computer program (Appendix B). In this

case the curve fit at a 4th degree pollmomial for both

higher and lower heat values" In the case of higher heat

value, beta, the regression coefficient, for the 4th degree
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TABLE 5.2

Heat val-ues of Barlev Straw ar ci ifferent

moisture contents "

!

Moisture!
'/l

Experimental- Values !

!

!

Calculated Values
from regression equation

!Higher heat!Lower heat !

! value ,l{J /kg ! value , MJ/ kg !

Higher heat ! Lower heat
value , I'U/kg ! value ,llJ/kg

0.0 | 17 "s4 ! 17 "s2 !

8.13 ! 11.55 ! 11"32 !

1s.30 ! 11.34 ! 10.93 !

21"49 ! 9.r3 ! 8.56 !

23.85 ! 7.85 ! 7.30 !

30"79 ! B.r7 t 7"37 !

35"28 ! 8.41 ! 7"49 !

40.68 t 6.87 ! 5.Bl !

46.06 ! 7"09 ! s.90 !

5I"76 1. 3"2r ! r"86 !

56"94 ! 0"29 ! -1 "19 !

6s"66 ! 0"14 ! -1"56 !

70"s4 ! 0"35 | -r.47 !

!!!

t7 "60
11.82

9 "89o ?r

9.lB
8 .68
B "07
6 "93
s "36
J"JY

1 .61
-0.18

0 .28

l7 ,58
11 .60
q ,/,o

8.76
8.57
7 .89
7 "r7
5"88
4,16
2 "04
0,13

-1.89
-l \/,
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Experimental Values

Equations
Higher heat value
YL= L7.602 - 1.05x + O.O5x

Lower heat value
Y2 = L7.58 - l.OBx + 0.05x2

Calculated

' - o.oolx3

- o.oO1x3

Values

+ O. OO0OO69x4

+ O.OO0OO69x4

18

I6

_v L+\
alE
-L2
q)

Jú I0
lJ

Es

4

2

Higher heat values

Lower heat values

l.Q

40
Moisture %

30

Figure.11: Heat value vs. moisture content for Barley Straw
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equation is 0.000466" For the 3rd degree equation the
coefficienr is o "150726g anð' for the 5rh degree ir is
0"007rrr2, i.e. beta is minimum at 4th. rn the case of rower
heat value beta is a minimum at 0.0004219 for degree 4,
going hÍgher at 3 and 5 and increases even more as it goes

for higi-rer degree porynomial. Therefore, the equations
obtained for:

Higher heat value

Yl = t7 "602 - 1 "05x + 0.05x2 _ O.00ix3 + 0"0000069x4

Lower heat value

\2 = 17.58 - 1"08x * 0.05x2 _ 0.001x3 + 0"0000069x4

From these equations the heat values were calculated by
putting a value of moisture percent in place of x and

reported in Table 5.2 under the heading of calculated values
from regression eguation. rn figure 1l the dotted lines show

the calculated hÍgher and lower heat values. By comparing

the solid and dotted lines in the curve, it is seen that
both follow the same trend and the difference between the
solid and dotred line is very minute " T.his shows the
equations obtainecl are correct and can give accurate heat
values if the moisture content

inserted into the equaÈion,

of the barley strar4T is
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5.1 "3 Corn Silage

The heat values obtained by experiments on corn cilaoe qhor,r

that the higher and lower heat values are quite close at low

moisture conlents and the difference between the two values

íncreases with increase in moisture content. The moisture

content variation was from 0Z to 65"07"/" 0n a wet basis so

that the lowest of higher and lower heat values were 3.93

and 2.25 Ì{J/1€ respectively at 65"077. moisture. The highest

of these values v/ere at 0Z and amounted to 17.80 MJ/kg and

17 "78 l.JJ/kg respectively. The curve relating heat value and

moisture percent show the rapid reduction of heat values

from 0 to 25% moÍsture content after which the rate of

reduction becones comperatively low. In the case of barley

straw the lower heat value \,/ent to a neqative value after

57% moisture but in this case both the heat values remaín

posíLive upto much higher moisture values. The trend of the

curve indicates that above 707. moisture content the lower

heat value may go beloiu the x-axis. The higher heat value

wil-l always be positive, because there ís always some con-

densation of \../ater vapours forrned by oxygen and hydrogen

r¡hich contributes to the hisher heat value"

The results of heat values obtained at different moi-sture

contents are given in Table 5 "3 and based on these values

the curve is shov¡n in fieure 12.
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The curve fitting was done by polynomial curve by varying

the degree of polynomial from 2 to 9. For higher heat varue

aË the 6th degree equation the regression coefficient of

0.0000003 was found minimum. for the 5th degree it was

0"0000030 and for the 7th ir was 0.0000041. rrs value

increases even more on both sides. Therefore, the equation

for higher heat value for corn silage was obtained as

Yl = 17 .69 - o-446x + 0.0126x2 - 0"00048x3 + 0.0000r5x4

- 0.00000022x5

where x is the moisture percent in the sample.

For finding the equatíon of

6th degree of polynomial gives

is 0.0000003, and shows the best

bel ow

\2 = 17.67 - 0.47x + 0.013x2 -
- 0.00000024x5.

lower heat value açãin rhe

the lowest beta value which

fit with the equation given

0"00051x3 + 0.000015x4

By these two equations the heat varues are tabulated at

different moisture content and in the curves they are shov¡n

by the dotted 1ine. rn figure 12 it is seen that for higher

heat value, the calculated and experirnental values are

exactly the same upto r5"/" and above 552 moisture whereas

from 15 ro 55"/" there is a slight variation in two varues.

For lower heat values the experimental and calculated
vaLues are exactry the same upto 7z and above 56"1 . Between
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|ABLE 5.3

lleat values of Corn Silage at different

moisture contents

!

l,1oísture !

'/l

Experiuiental Values Calculate Values
from regression equation

!Hígher tleat !Lower Heat!
!Value ,I'lJ/kg !Value , MJ/kg !

!_!_!
0.0 ! i7.80 ! 17"78 !

5"07 ! L5.23 ! 15.09 !

10.37 ! 14.50 ! 14 "22 !

14.75 ! 13.33 | 12"94 !

18.99 ! rr "26 ! 10.76 !

25 "59 ! 10.16 t 9 .49 !

29 "22 ! 9 .94 ! 9.lB !

32.77 ! rr"28 ! 10.43 !

39 "54 ! 7.85 ! 6.83 !

48"73 ! 8"31 ! 7"0s !

53.10 ! 6"88 ! 5.51 !

65"07 ! 3.93 ! 2"25 !

!!!

Higher Heat
Value,l.{J/kg

Lower Heat
Value, MJ/kg

17 "69
r q Áo

r4.03
L2 "86
11.89
r0 "67
10. l4

9 "70
R07
7 .85
7 "05? o?

17 "67
15 .55
13"75
L2 "48
r1"40
10.01

9 "38
8"85
7 "9r
6.5r

., al,
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24

22

Equations
Higher heat value
Yl = 17.69 - O.446x + O.OL26x2

Lower heat value

", = !, .67 - O.47x + 0.013x2 -

Experirnental Values

Calculated Values

- O.OO048x3 + O.O0OOI5x4

0.00051x3 + 0.0OOOI5x4 -

- 0.00000 O22x5

O. OOO0OO24x5

I8

o

16

ho
-9 14\ -^
F)
E

L2
c)

rl

9ro
+J
CÚo8ñ

\-

Higher heat values
o

:-

40
IVloisture %

Lower heat values

2

0

30

Figure 12: Heat value vs. moisture content for corn sí1age
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have little variations. Both the

values follow the same trend in the

and experimental values curve.

5.1 "4 Flax Straw

The moisture content for flax stravr tests was varied from

the completely dried stage upto a maximum of 83"L4"/" on vret

basis. The difference between experimental higher and lower

heat value was 0.02 MJ/kg at 0% which increased with an

increase in moisture content and goes upto a maximum of 2.I4

MJ/kg at 831l moisture. The maximum of higher and lower heat

values were obtained at 0%, where they were 19"99 and L9"97

MJ/kg respectively" Both the heat values decrea.se more

rapidly between 0 to 17% moisture, after which the rate of

reduction becomes a litt1e bit lower. The higher heat value

always remain positive; as some hydrogen is liberated, com-

bining with oxygen to form \^rater vapour which in turn con-

denses and contríbutes heat. The lower heat value above the

52"/" moísxure leve1 goes to the negative value. This negative

value increases rvith an íncrease in the moisture content of

Ëhe sample. The heat values at different moisture contents

are shown in Table 5 "4 and the curve drawn for heat value

versus moisture content is shown figure 13 in which the

solid línes are for experimental values"

For flax strarü the curve fitting was done by the power

^r1fr7ô an¡l 1.r¡ nn-l rznnmi o'l ôrrrr7ô 'Tho nnr¡ar 
^r1rr7ô 

f r'f n¡rz¿ f i-raçu!vc ar¡u UJ yvrJrrUurrdr LLrrVgo rrre pvws! !uLvc fIL BaVe: Ltlg

equations for higher and lower heat values as sho\^n below:
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Hjsher heat vnfus

Yl = 0.00014x2"7 for 12 = 0.98

and lo\,Jer heat value

Y2 = 0.3x1.03 for 12 = 0.97

I,Ihere 12 is the regression coeffícient and the closer it

is to I.0, the more accurate is the equation. In both the

equations the value of 12 is quite close to one.

hlhen the computer program was used for the polvnomial

curve fit (Appendix B), the equations obtained were:

Higher heat value

Yl = 20.15 - 1.38x + 0.07x2 - 0"0014x3 - 0.00000634x4

+ 0.00000042x5

Y2 = 20.13 - l.4x * 0.07x2 - 0"0014x3 - 0.0000063x4

+ 0.00000041x5

rn the polynomial curve fit for the higher heat value,

the minimum value of beta, the regression coefficient, v/as

obt.ained at the 8th degree polynornial. This varue of beta

was 0.0000032. Beta should be as close to zero as possi_ble

for the best curve fit and the above value of beta was the

closest to zero. simílarly for lower heat value the above

mentioned equatíon was obtained at the Bth degree polynomial

at a minimum beta value of 0.0000027.
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TABLE 5.4

Heat values of Flax Straw at different

moisture contents

!

Iloisture!
"/l

Experimental Values !

!

I

Calculated Values
from regression equation

!Higher Heat! Lower Heat!
!Value , MJ/kg !Value, ì4-I/kg !

Higher Heat ! Lower Heat
Value ,l4J /kg !Value , M-l/kg

!
I

0.0
6.15

I? ñ¿

17.13
22.53
?.') /, '7

39 .27
42.86
47 "4rq/, o?

61.10
69.10
83. r4

r9 .99
14 "42
r1.06
10"16
I .34
7 "97
5 .89
3.06
1.99
0.Br
0.67
0"15
0.04

19 .97
r4.24
10 .71
9,70
7 "74
I . TL

4.86
1.95
0"76

-0.62
-0 "92
-r "64
-2.10

20.15
14 "01
1r .00
r0. 17
o?Á
7 .16
l, oA

3.76
2 "40
0 "91
0.44
rl r7

0 .05

1n r 1

r3.84
10.65
9.7r
8"76
6 .31
? o¿

2.65
T "T7

^0.52
-1 .15
-r .62
-2.09
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Higher heat
Yl = 2o'15

Lower heat
Yz = 20'r3

Experimental Values

Calculated Values

Equat i ons

value
- 1.38x + o.orx2 - o.oor4x3

value 9
- 1.4x + O.O7x- - O.0Ol4x3 -

24

22

20

î16
h0

\ 'r4
Fl

ã

9L2
.cd

,, 10

c)

8

- O.OO0C0634x4 + 0.00000O42x5

0.O0OOO63x4 + O.0O0OOO41x5

Iligher heat values

Lower heat values

40
Moisture %

2

0

80

Figure 13: Heat value vs. moisËure content for Flax straw
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T.Tt-ran rlra ^-,,atiOnS ObtAined hv the nov.rer crrrve fit are

compared with the equations obtained by the polynomial curve

fif if ie fnrrnj rhat tho ñ^rrr^? ¡a,,¡ria,rrLr rL rÐ !uu--* H-,,3.f Cllfve eqUaEJ-OnS aIe Vefy

simple and short " The pov/er curve equations have a nunber of

límitations, which restrict its use for heat value

calculation for flax straw. The first lirnitatíon is that the

y axÍs of the curve has to be changed from left to right of

the x axis, secondly these equations are good only for the

positive heat values and does not give accurate results when

the curve goes below the x axis. These limitafions are very

major and so with this consíderation the equations obtaÍned

by the polynomial curve fit, though long, were used as the

equations of flax stravT and so by these equations, the

higher and 1ov¡er heat values \{ere calculated and reported in

Table 5 "4 under the headine of calculated values from

regression equation. From Lhese calculated values, the curve

drawn is shown in figure 13 by a dotted line. This figure

sho\^/s the nature of the curve for both the experimental and

calculated values is the same" The calculated values are

exactly the same as experimental values between the moisture

contents of 13 and 17 "57", 45 to 477" an<l after 617. f.or higher

heat value and between 7 "5 t-o I7%" 45 to 522 and over 57"/"

moisture for lower heat va1ue. In other moisture ranges also

they are quite close to Ëhe experimental values.
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5.1 "5 Forest Peat

Stelclasa (1980) and Othmer (1978) put a great deal of empha-

sis on using peat as a combust.ion fuel" Over 200 rnillion

tons of peat is produced annually world wide and Canada has

an abundant supply" Usually peat has a 1ow or nao.lioihla

sulfur content so no injurious combustion gases are released

into the environment " To use oeat as a fuel it was found

necessary to test for its heat content" Tests were conducted

on forest peat named here as only peat.

LrThen peat was burned in a calorimeter, in the presence of

oxygen, it gave a maximum heat of 17 .76 l4Jlkg at O% and a

minimum of 0.03 }fJ/kg at 78.982 moisture. After subtracting

the heat of condensation of water vaÞours" the lower heat

value obtained was a maximum of 17 "74 \LJ/l<g at 0% moisture

content. The details of heat values are siven in Table 5"5.

the curve drawn for these values between heat value and

moisture content is shown in fiEure 14. From the curve it is

seen the heat value decreases rapidlv from 0 to 30% mois-

ture. From 30 to 377" the rate of reduction is verv low after

which this rate asai-n increases " At more than 60% moisture

the curve becomes almost flat for both the heat values. At

55% rnoÍsture content, the lower heat value becomes negalive,

i -e - â|. môrê thnn \\"/^ ¡øn f inc*aa,1 nf ai¡rina L^^e ^È--+^r oç ô t 4L lllvf ç ---ÞLEdU Ul ËMrlË tlcdL õLdl LÞ

taking heat from surroundings "
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The equations for finding heat values at various moisture

contents the heat values at corresponding moisture content,

taken from the experiment, were put into the computer pro-

gram" From this program Lhe 9th degree polynomial looked to

be the most suitable for the experimental crrrve drawn for

higher heat value, âs at this degree the lowest beta

obtained was 0.0000162. At 68.04% moisture. the heat value

obtained by the equation was negative, which is not true as

the higher heat value is always positive. This can be taken

as a limitatio¡ nf thi q ênrrâri.on establishing that at_ 687"

moisture, it does not give an accurate result" At more than

this moisture leve1, values obtained were quite close to the

experimental resulËs and the same \^ras true with lower than

6B% rnoisture. The equation obtained for higher heat value

is:

Yi = 17.79 - 0.483x - 0.015x2 - 0.00143x3 - 0"000031x4

+ 0.00000012x5

For the lower heat value the polynomial

lowest beta of 0"0000155 at the 9th degree

the equation obtaine<l for this is:

\2 = 17 "77 - 0"5x - 0.016x2 + 0.0015x3 -

+ 0.00000012x5

curve glves

pollmomial and

0 "000032x4

cal culated value s \,rere

these values is shovrn by

fiorrre indicafps that in

the

SO

From these

obtained and the

the dotted line

two equations the

curve drawn from

in ficrrre l4- This
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Heat values of

TABLE 5.5

Peat at dífferent moisture

content s

! Experimental Values
Moisture !

'/l

Calculated Values
from regression equation

!

!

!

!Higher Heat! Lower Heat! Higher Heat
! Value,I'U/trg !Value,llJ/kg ! Value,ttl/ke

! Lower Heat
! Value,MJ/kg
!
l---- 'tz ll. Ll øI I

! 1l "75tqoa
|1â1
| Áqo
! 6"04

4 "81

-1.07
-l .85
-r "99

0.0
TI "28
I 5.6s

JI"ZO
36.68
42 "TI
46.38
60 "45
68.04
78"98

t7.76
12 "14
t0 "24c. q,

7 "86
6 "52

5.29
n )')
0 .04
0 .03

| 1-7 -7/, I

| 'rr aA I

toq?t
| 1 at, Ia I .O+ a

t1^t,t
I 5qÁ I

| /, A1 I

| /, no I

| -l 1./, I

I r ?ô !

t-?nnt
lt

17.79
12 "04
10 .38

I 'L/,

7 "7r
7 .00
q oi

4 "72
0 "49

-0 .09
0 .05
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Experimental Values

Calculated Values

- 0.00143*3 - o.oooo3lx4

Equations

Higher heat value
YI = 17 .7g - 0.483x - O.015x2

Lower heat value
Y, = L7 '77 - O.5x - 0.016x2 +

+ O.0OOOO012x5

O.00OOOO12x5
20

1õ

0.0015x3 - 0.000032x4 +

Lower heat values

40
Moisture %

t6

I t4

ts)
EvIZ
c)
Þ

J'd 10

+)

õ8

t)

70

/1

2

0

-2

Higher heat values

Figure L4: Heat value vs. moísture content for Forest peat
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most cases Lhe calculated and experimental values are either

very very close or they are exactly the same which indicates

that the equations obtained for the tvro heat values are

correct and have the most appropriate constants.

5 " I .6 Oat Straw

Oat straw samples were burnt at different moisture conterrts

and the results show that it can give the maximum of higher

and lower heat when it does not' contain any r¡/ater. At this

stage these two hear values are 18"03 MJ/kg and IA"0I MJ/kg

rôcñô^t- i¡¡a'l ¡v the results of heat values are renorl-ed invarusù a!ç

Table 5.6" The curve drawn for the experimental heat values

at different moisture percent is shown by solid lines in

figure 15" This figure shows the peak of both heat values at

0Z moisEure and they decrease sharply vpto 20% moisture,

such that at this moisËure content the lower heat value is

only 7.58 MJ/kg. From 20 to 30"Å of. moisture, the rate of

reduction of heat values is low and after that asain the

rate becomes very fast. Af.ter 467" of moisture level the

lower heat value becomes neÊative.

At the 5th degree polynomial the value of beta obtained

was 0.0001655 f o. hr'ohor hont. rralss, which rvas the minimum.

The resultíng equation found from the coefficients at the

5th degree is:

Yl = 18.1 - 0.63x - 0.022x2 + 0"0026x3 - 0"00007ix4

+0 "0000006x5
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The higher heat values were calculated from this

equation and from that the graph drav¡n is shown by dotted

line in figure 15. It shows thar from 30"/. to 452 moisture,

the calculated higher heat value line is 1itrle apart than

Èhe line of experimental values; otherwise both of them

coinsicie.

For the lower heat value the minimum beta was found to be

0.0001 647 at the 5th degree polynomial and the equarion is:

Y2 = 18"08 - 0.65x - 0.02x2 + 0"0026x3 - 0"000071x4

+ 0.0000006x5

The values obtained from this equation are drar^'n om the

graph and show that the calculated and experimental lower

heat values are very close"

5.1.7 Sunflower Seed Hulls And Pulp Mixture

The sarnple v/as made up of the residue left after removing

the oi1 from sunflower seeds. This waste ordinarily used as

a livestock feed can be utilized for energy recovery pur-

poses very we11" The test results show that at 0% moisture

the higher and lower heat values are 23"60 and 2:.SB MJ/kg

respectively. The heat values found at different moisture

contents are shown in Table 5"7 and for these values the

curve is drar,¡n relating heat value and moisture content

shown in figure 16. The curve shows both the heat values

reduce with an increase in moisture content but the rate of
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TABLE 5.6

Heat values of Oat Stra\,r at different

moisture contents

Moisture !

"/l

! Experimental values ! Cal-culated values
from regression equation

! Higher Heat ! Lower Heat !

! value , MJ/kg ! value , I{J/kg !

! lower Heat
! value,MJ/kg
I

Hf onêr Hêaf

value , MJ/kg

18"10
15 "36

Q 7ì

2 "88
0 .30

0,0 ! 18 "03 ! 18.01 !

4 "04 ! rs "49 ! 15.37 !

17 "60 ! B.s7 ! 8.10 !

27 .68 ! 7 "45 ! 6.72 !

42"59 ! 2.81 ! i"70 !

48 "27 ! 0.33 ! -0.93 !

!!!

r8.08
15 "25

8 "24
6.60
| "77

-0.96
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Exoerimental Values

Calculated Values

'A

22

Higher heat
Yr = 18'1 -
Lower heat
Y2 = 18'08

Equations

- o.o22x2 + o.0026x3

- o.o2x2 + o.oo26x3

va lue
0 .63x

va lue
- 0.65x

- o.oo0o7Lx4 + 0.o0ooOo6x5

- 0.000071x4 + 0.oooOOoGxS

18

16

Y!IA

tsJ

ã
"12
o

F{(dln

+)

oö
Higher heat values

Lower heat values

40
Moisture %

Figure 15: Heat value vs. moisture conLent for Oat Straw
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reduction is low initiallv uoto 8% of moisture and then the

rate of heat value reduction is very hígh so that the curve

between 8% moisture and 507. moisture is almost a straight

line for both the heat values. After 502 moisture the rate

of reduction of heat content reduces and over 60"/. moisture

the curves become almost flat. The hieher heat value is

always positive but the lower heat value has a negative

value when the moisture level rises above 55%.

The higher heat value curve fits the 3rd degree polyno-

mial with a minimum beta of 0.0000050 and similarly the

lower heat value curve fits a 3rd degree polynomial with

beta equal to 0.0000036. The equations found from the coef-

ficients obtained at this degree of polynomial are:

Higher heat value

Yl = 23 .73 - 0.083x 0.0L27x2 + 0.00013x3

Lower heat value

Y2 = 23"7I - 0.109x - 0.0I3x2 * 0.00013x3

From these equations the heat values were calculated and

drav¡n on figure 16. For the higher heat value the curves

show that the calculated and experimental values are exacËly

the same between the moisture region of 97" and 327",

otherwíse in the other region these values are quite close.

For lower heat calculated and experimental values coinside

from 2"/" to 2IZ moisture. The curves for experimental and

calculated values show the saure trend.
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TABLE 5.7

lleat values of Sunflower seed hulls and

pulp mixture at different moj-sture contents

! Experimental values !

Moisture !

"/l
r@-r
! value , MJ/kg ! value ,l'.{J/kg !

Calculated values
from regression equation

lligher Heat
value , ¡1,:/kg

! Lorver Heat
! value,Ì{J/kg
I

0.0
8 "05

13"28
19 "21
26 "59
30 "44
34 "37
44 "32
5r "58
s6"33
66 "27
IJ"J¿

22 "30
20 "67
r8.36
t4 "96
13 "06
11.09
6.30
J.JU
I "73

-0.14
0 "03

1L 11

22 "08
20 "32
T7 "84
T4 "26
12 .30
10.19
5"14
r "96
0.27

-l "86
-1.88

23 "58,, 1a

19 "84
19 "26
12 "85
11.38
ru"t1,

6 "40
¿"¿+5

-r " _Lo

-r.52
-r "87

¿J "OU
22.61
20 "2010 17

13 .56
12.18
tr "62

7 .56
J"tt
0 .30
o "20
0"04
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sunflower seed hu1ls alone were also teste. for their
heat content and they gave a higher heat value of II.ZI
l'{J/kg and a lower heat value of 19.19 M^l/kg, v/hereas, the

mixture of hutls and pulp gave 23.60 MJ/kg and 23.5g laJ/ke

respectively at the same moisture content. rt shows, lvhen

the pulp is added to trre residue of sunflower hur-rs, some

extra heat is added into the mixture and thus it can be

concluded that the mixture of hulrs and pulp of sunfrower is
better fuel than sunflower hul1s only. The details of
sunflower hulls heat value are given in Table 5.8.

TABLE 5. B

Heat values of Sunflower hulls ac

different moisture contents

Moisture
"/,

Higher Heat Value Heat Value
MJ /ke

Lower
l"lJ / Kg

I0.95
24 "16

T9 "27
17.79
12"03

| 7 /,o

I1.39

5 " 1 .8 trdhear Straw

wheat straw resurts show the maximum higher heat value is
17"88 MJ/kg and lower hear value is 17 .86 MJ/kg, borh at o"/"

moisture content. rn this case the testing was done upLo a

maxÍmum moisture contenË of 44.72 a''d upto this rnoísture



content no negative value of

At 44,77. moisture the lower

nature of the curve (fiprrr¿'

heat value "

Frorn the curve drawn it

lower heat values for wheat

increase in moisture content,

this occured. The heat values

are shown in Table 5.9"

ís seen that both higher and

stra\^r, reduce slowly w-ith an

This is the only case where

at different moisture contents

Ioiver heat value

heat value ís 9 "67

17) shows no rapid

7I

was obtained.

r.,rrl1,^ ^-J ¡L^
T IU / N6 dIIU L LIË

reduction in

By the configuration of the curve it appears that the

heat value of wheat strar'7 at 0% moisture content should have

been greater than the value obtained in the laboratorv so as

to conform to the same general pattern as of other residues.

This value reported in Table 5.9 is the average of five

replicates but only one sample was dried to get 0Z moisture.

An error may have occured aË this point " The data aL zoy"

moisture content follows the normal pattern and it is at

this condition the residue would likely be burned properly.

The polynomial curve fit gives the value of coefficients
ç^r ç;-J-i*^ FL^lvr rr*urrró uLrc €Çuâ.tions. For higher heat value at the 5th

degree polynomial, the value of beta was 0"0000353 which was

minimum, Similarlrz fnr tha lnr.rar þs¿l Value the minimum beta

r¡/as obtained at the 5th degree polynorníal and it \Àras

0.0000441. Based on the coefficients obtained at this desree

the equations f or wheat straï¡/ are:
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TABLE 5.9

Heat values of l¡Iheat Straw at different

moisture contents

!

Mo is ture !

"/l

Experimental Values Calculated Values
from regression equatÍon

!

!

I

0.0
J oa J

11.38
15 .55
t7 "t6
19 "02
23 "44
30"86
34 "15
40"03
44.7 0

!!
t-----__l-i-_-Eã--ra Lt.)w ¡

? 17 ?A I

I t7 q,? I

! 16.96 !

! 16.61 !

! 16"13 !

I 14"87 !

! i3.20 !

! 12.8s !

| 11 ?7 I

! 10.82 !

Lower Heat
value ,I{J lkg

17 .48
L7 .27
17 .22
16 "54
16.15
15"63
14.2s
12 "39
l1 .96
i1.33

9 "65

!Higher Heat!Lower Heat ! Higher Heat
! value , MJ/kg ! value , }U/ke ! value , I{j /kg

17 "88
r6 "65
17 .92
17 .27
L7 "24
14 "97
15 "00
12 "98
t3 "22
1t t/,
10. B6

L7 "86
16"55
17 "67
I6 .85
16.78
L4 "47
14 .38
12 "T7
L¿OJJ
1l lo

Q6.7
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va lue
- 0.139x +

va 1ue
- 0.164x +

Experimental Va1ues

Calculated Values

o.o42x2 - 0.0037x3

o.o42x2 - 0.0037x3

o.oo0r1x4 - 0.000001x5

+ 0.00011t4 - o.ooooolx5
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Figure 17: Heat value vs. moisture content for htreat sËraw
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Hígher heat value

YI = 17.495 - 0.139x + 0.042x2 - 0"0037x3 + 0.0001Ix4

- 0.000001x5

Lor¡er heat value

Y2 = 17.477 - 0.I64x + 0.042x2 - 0.0037x3 + 0.00011x4

- 0 "00000Ix5

The curves drav¡n from the values calculated from these

equations (dotted line in figure 17) show that the values of

higher and lower heat obtained from the two equations are

quite different from the experimental values. Beyond 10%

moisture both the higher and lower heat values are quite

close for calculated and experimental heat contents. This

can be interpreted as a limi tation f or wheat stra\,r, the

equations are very accurate over l0Z moisture contÊnt r^rhi1p

they are not so accurate below l0% moisture.

5.1 .9 Coal

The sample of coal, resembling 1ow quality lignite, l¡ras

taken from an outcropping in central manitoba. It v¡as burned

in the calorimeter at different moisture contents. The mois-

ture content varied from O"/" to 30"12"/" on a wet basis. The

heat values obtained are shov¡n in Table 5.10.

The curve drar,¡n

contents ís shown

value obtained rvas

these heat values at various moisture

figure 18. The largest higher heat
5.32 I'fJ/kg and lor,¡er heat value \'¡as

for
i-.rfl

I
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TABLE 5.10

Heat values of Coal at their different

moisture contents

! Experimental Values ! Calculated Values
f{oisture!

"/l
! from regression equation
I

!Higher HeatlLo\ùer Heat !

!Value,MJ/kg!Value,MJ/kg! Value,MJ/kg ! Value,MJ/kg
!!!!

s !-1s.32 !ls.31 ! 1s.32 -! r5.x
12 "83 ! 12.88 ! L2 "54 ! 12.88 t r2.s4
16"96trr.27!10.82trr"27!10.82
30"t2 ! 7"28 ! 6"95 t 7.28 ! 6"95
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Equati ons
Higher heat value
Yl = ft.32 + O.O82x - O

Lower heat val-ue
YZ = 15.31 + O.O725x -

Experimental Values

Calculated Values

.O2a4x2 + O.OOO557x3

O.0305x2 + O. OOO628x324

22

20

18

î16
b0
v,

\ l4
Fì

=
Q 12
='-
CÚ

,. lo
CÛ

a)
f

8

6

isher heat values
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40
Moisture %

5030

0

-2

Figure 18: Heat value vs. moisture content for Coal
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15"31 MJ/kg both at 0Z moisture. As the moisture conrent was

increased, the heat value decreased rapidly"

The curve of the experimental values for the higher heat

values fits rvith a 3rd degree polynomial curve at which the

value of beta \^/as zero" Similarlv for the lourer þs¿¡ value,

equation coefficients were found" The two eqrratíons for

coal are:

Lf-'êl^^e L^^c ,.^1-nrE;ner neat va-Lue

Yl = 15"32 + 0.082x - 0.0284x2 + 0.000557x3

Lower heat value

\2 = 15"31 + 0"0725x - 0.0305x2 + 0.000628x3

The curve drawn by the dotted line in figure lg show that

both the experimental and calculated values are very close

or some times even the same, so these t\,ro equations are the

most appropriate equations for determining heat content of

this coa1.

5 "2 CO},IPAR.ISON OF RESIDUES FOR HEAT VALUES

All the residues examined \^rere compared for their lower heat

value by plotting heat values of all resídues against mois-

ture content on one graph as shorun in figure 19. The lower

heat value r^/as chosen for comparison as it is the heat which

can be utÍlized in a regular furnace. From figure 19 it ís

seen that the mixture of sunflower seed hulls and pulp is
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the best source of heat energy alrnost at all moisture con-

tents and it gives very high heat values compared to other

residues " At 0% moisture content it give s 23.60 I'fJ/kg heat

whereas other residues at the same moisture content give

heat values ranging from 17.5 to 20 llJlkg. Similar:-y at 20%

rnoisture content sunflower hu1ls and pulp produces 17.60

ÌAJ/kg of heat whereas at this moisture content wheat straw

gives I5.30 MJ/kC, alfalfa 12"40 MJ/kg, corn silage 10.80

MJ/kg, barley stra\,r 8.25 MJ/kg, peat 8.75 MJ/kg, flax straw

9 "0 MJ/kg and oat straw gives the minimum heat value at this

moisture content , 7 "6 I'tJ/kg.

At moisture contents sreater than 25"/" the heat value

obtained by sunflower hu1ls and pulp mixture is lower than

the heat obtained from wheat stra\,r. At very high moisture

levels, i.e" above 507", it is not economical to burn as most

heat is lost in the evaporation of water and also it is

quite difficult Ëo store high moistured residues. Flax straw

can be a good heat source at 0% moisture, next to sunflower

hulls and pulp. Peat is an excellent alternate energy source

as it is available throughout the world in abundance. Barley

-r'-r.' ^-r ôr+1vI and alf alf a can also be used for heatingÞLr4W, UdL ÞL!4W dttu d.|Ir4 L

purposes as they give satisfactory heat quantities when

burned.
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COMPARISON OF RESIDUES I,]ITH hÌlEAT STRAW

All Lhe agricultural residues tested for heat content r¡rere

compared with wheat strar.r. The wheat strarr was taken as the

base for comparison because it is much more available

throughout the world compared to any other residue" The com-

parison was done by finding the lower heat values of all

residues at 202 moisture content from their curves. The

heat val-ue of wheat straw \^ras divided bv a parLicular resi-
A,,^t - t^^- ^-loue s rreaE, ano it gives the amount of that residue equal to

one kilogram of wheat stra\.v in terms of the heat values. In

Table 5"Il the resídues are kept in descending order of

their quantities. From this table it was founcl that the sun-

flower hu1ls and pulp mixture is a better fuel than the

wheat strarü while the other residues are lower grade fuels.
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TABLE 5.11

Comparison of heat obtained from resi<lues

with wheat strarú at- 2OZ moisture level.

Name of
residue

!

!

!

!

I

Heat value of !

residue at 20"/"!
moisture level!

Heat value of
wheat straw at
202 moisture
leve1 (t't.l/ke)

Amount of residue
equal to I Kg of
v¡heat stra\^I

(ke)( MJ/ke )

0at straw!
Barley st!
Peat !

Fl-ax st !

Coal (1ow!
^,,^1 : r..\1u4rr Ly
| ì onf rê ì

Corn sil. !

Alfalfa !

Sunflower !

residue !

!

7"60 !

8.25 !

8.75 !

9.00 !

10.20 !

10"80 !

L2.40 !

17 "60 !

!

I

l5 .40
15 .40
15"40
15.40
15.40

15./+0
I5"40
15"40

!

!

!

!

!

2.03
T.B7
r"76
T "7I
1"5I

1 .43
r "L4
0"88
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Chapter VI

UTILIZI}IG THE RESIDUES FOR HEATING PURPOSES

6"1 STRAI'I HANDLING AND PROCESSING

crop residues are usually bullcy and difficult to handle. so

it is desirable to reduce their size andfor Íncrease their

density" size reduction can be accompfished bv machines such

aS a hammer mill or fuh srindor ancl density mAy be increased

by the use of balers, wafers and pelleting rnachines.

Pelleting is a process Èo increase the density of crop

residues. The baled rvheal straw has a density from 0.16

g/cm3 (gram per cubic centimetre) to 0"24g/cn3, rvhereas the

density of ligníte coal is usually 0.83 g/cm3. To make han-

dling and transportatíon convenient, the straws may be pe1-

leted. Bales are too large to be burned in a small ftrrnace

used for home heating, while in the pellet form any shape

and size of cube can be utilized " Most of the residues

require some form of bindíng material to hold the pellet

together afLer formÍng. Alfalfa is one exceptÍon as it pel-

lets well with no additives.

Selection of the crop residue

ous factors, but availability is

fuel depends upon vari-

of major importance.

for

one

-82-
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6 "2 DESIGN OF 4 STRAI,I FIRED FURNACE

For the purpose of burning stra\,r a furnace can be somervhat

similar to a wood burning furnace " The main considerations

influencing the clesign of a furnace are -

1" The kind, condition and characteristics of the

fuel to be burned.

2. The properties of any ash or clinker that may be

formed, like for lvheat strav¡ the ash content is
a L./

3. The normal, minimum and maximum loads to be car-

ried, and their relative durations"

4. The síze and relation of the furnace wíth respect

to the boiler and other parts of the unit "

5 " The rnethod of f iring .

6 " The excess air coefficient which is desired to

use.

7 " The initial and operating cost.

6 "3 STORAGE OF HIGH ¡,IOISTURE RESIDUES

sËraw is usually baled from 20 to 30"/" moisture content. i,trhen

the rnoÍsture content and the temperature is high, spoilage

may occur due to the growth of mould" Microbiological deter-
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theioration in the tropics

hunid conditions. The

microbial deterioratíon,

stra\'J since much of Íts

the fungi "

Ís a greater problem because of

development of fungi, in addÍtion

severly reduces the heat value

heat is lost to the metabolism

EO

of

of

rn the rnÍd 1960s B.p. chemicals rnËernational Ltd" mark-

eted pure propionic acid as a preventative of spoilage of

moist grains. rts success in high moisture graín storage

prornoted interest in using it for preserving inay.



Chapter VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

concl-usions \.{ere drawn from the experimentalThe following

result s-

i.

) 0f the resídues tested at moisture content upto

25% thre mixture of,sunflower hulls and pulp is the

best heat source. The heat content \,ras higher than

sunflower hulls alone.

Above the 25% moisture content, wheat strar¿ is

preferable for heating purposes,

At approximately 502 moisture content, most of the

residues when burned, start to absorb heat from

the surroundings instead of producing heat.

The agricultural residues used

contain sufficient heat to be

alternate energy source.

Higher heat values for all

positive at any moisture

lower heat value of rnost

Èowards a negative value

moisture leve1 
"

in the experiment

considered as an

the residues remain

content, whereas the

of the residues go

after reaching a 50%

q

-85-
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7 " The maximum higher and lower heat values, of all

the residues tested, \^/ere obtained by sunfl-ower

hul1s and pulp mixture" They rvere 23.60 MJ/kg and

23.58 MJ/kg respectively at O% moisture contenr.

B. The difference between the higher and lower heat

values increases with an increase i,n the moisture

leve1.

For all the residues tested,

naximum at 0"Á rnoisture and

increase in moisture 1evel.

the heat value is

decreases wi th an

as a home heatins

properly desÍgned

Res idues

compressed

The residues

Trlê | 11 f hô\7

furnace.

can be utilized

are burned in a

EO

burn more effectively if they are

íncrease their density.

I0"

71 RNCO}O{ENDATIONS

To determine average heat values" samples should

be collected from different places as the heat

value of certain residues differ with the source.

Research is requirecl to design a furnace which can

use resídues with limited suÞervisíon.

t"

)
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3, More research is needed on high moisture stra\,I

storage.
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Appendix A

FORTRAN PROGRÆÍ FOR HEAT VALI]E CALCULATION

4.1 LIST OF VARIABLES

AVRAGE Average of gross heat of combustion

BI^IL Burnt tr^lÍre Length

CAP i^Ieight of empty capsule

CAPSAM l^leight of capsule with the sample of residues

CBAP I^Ieight of capsule with benzoic acid pe11er

EEF Energy equivalent factor

FBR Final burette reading

FMTEMP Final maximum temperature

F¡'ITSCR Temperature correction for final temperature

GHC(5) One climensional array containíng five values of

gross heat of combustion ín ca1/g

GI{CJ(5) One dimensional array containing five values of

gross heat of combustion in Joules/Kg

HZ Hydrogen content

HCSBA Heat of combustíon of benzoic acid

Tnl-ooor fnr ñn l,rvr uu rOOp

IBR Initial burette reading

IFTEMP Initial firins remnerarure

TFTSCR Temperature correction for inítial temperature

J Integer for Do loop

Integer for nurnber of replicates

92-
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L Integer to give maximum value of Do loop

depending upon number of replicates

LHC(5) One dimensional array containing five values of

lower heat val-ues in CaLls,

LHCJ(5) One dimensional array contaÍning five values of

lower heat values in Joules/Kg

MC l.{oisture content

IßAN Average of lower heat values

SQRT Square root

STD Standard deviatíon

SUMSQ Sum of squares of values

TOTGHC Total of gross heat of combustion

TOTLHC Tota1 of fower heat values

4"2 PROGRAM

$ job I^IATFIV PRADEEP,NOEXT

C PROGRA}{ FOR STANDARD]ZATION, HIGHER, LOI^IER HEAT VALIIE AND

C STANDARD DEVIATION

REAL HCSBA, CBAP, CAp, IBR, FBR, BWL, Fl.{TE}{p, FMTSCR,

*IFTEMP, IFTSCR,EEF, CAPSAM,GTIC( 5),LHC( 5),TOTGHC,MC,

*LHCJ( 5),TOTLHC,AVRAGE, MEAN, SUMSQ,STT),SQRT,H2, GHCJ( 5)

INTEGER I, J, K, L

\-J

READ, HCSBA, CBAP, CAP ,IBR, FBR, BiüL, F}{IEMP , FMTSCR, IFTE}.ÍP ,

* 1}-TSCR

EEF= ( HCSBA* ( CBA?- CAp )+( FBR-rBR)+2 .3* ( 10 .O-Br^rL) ) / ( FMTEI,{P-F}[ISCR

,t )-( IFTEMP-IFTSCR) )



o/,

PRINT

100, HCSBA, CBAP, CAp, IBR, FBR, Btr{L, FMTE},tp , FMTSCR, IFTET{P ,

* IFTSCR

100 FORMAT('I' , l0(FB "2,2X))

PRINT, ,ENERGY EQUIVAIENT FACTOR = ,, EEF

L_I

D0 20 J = l,L

READ , l.fc, H2

PRINT, ,MOISTURE 
CONTENT_, N MC' ,HYDROGEN 

CONTENT ="
?tI{2

TOTGHC = 0.0

TOTLHC = 0"0

SUMSQ = 0"0

D0 t0 I = l,K

READ,

SAM, CAP , FMTEMP , FMTSCR, IFTEI"IP , IFTSCR, FBR, IBR, BWL

CA?-

PRINT 110, CAP-

SAM, CAP , FMTEMP , FI,ÍTSCR, IFTEI,{P , IFTSCR, FBR, IBR,

)KBWL

1 10 FOR¡4AT( ',-', u g(F8.2 , 2X) )

cHC( I)=( ( (FI,ITEI,IP-FMTSCR)-( IFTET'{P-IFTSCR) ),tEEF-( FBR-rBR)-2 .3*

'* ( 1 0-BI^rL) ) / ( CAPSAI'1-CA? )

LHC( l)=ç¡1C( r)-68 .3?rIr2r( ( I .O-t'{C)-MC* ( 100-( IFTEMP-TFTSCR) )

*-MC* 540

GHCJ(I) = GHC(I):r 4,UU"t

LHCJ(r) = LHC(I) * 4186.8

TOTGHC = TOTGHC + GIICJ( I)
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TOTLHC = TOTLHC + LHCJ(I)

SUMSQ = SUI{SQ + GHCJ(T)*:t2

1O CONTINUE

AVRAGE = TOTGHC/K

}{EAN = TOTLHC/K

srD=sQRr( ( suMSO-( TOTGHC*rorcHc) /K) / (K-1 ) )

PRINT 120, (CuClI), LHC(I), I =1,K)

I20 FORMAT('-" 'GHC=" 15X, F8.2,25X, ',LHC=" l5X, FB"2)

PR]NT 130

130 FORMAT(',-"I5X,',UppER HEAT VATUES IúERE rN CALORIES

..PER G ", ,/O-, ,T\Y,,HEAT VALUES IN JOULES PER KG, ,/
,\' O, ,25X,, HIGHER HEAT VALUE' ,25X, 

, 
LOWER HEAT VALUE' )

PRINT 135,(GHCJ(I), LHCJ(I), I=1,K)

135 F0RMAT(' o', )25X,FL5"2,25X,Fi5.2)

PRINT, AVRAGE, MEAN, STD

20 CONTINUE

STOP

END

$ENTRY



Appendix B

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR FIND]NG REGRESSION EQUATIONS

$JOB I^IATFIV PRADEEP,NOEXT

DI¡{ENSrON x(13), y(I3), c(10), A(10,11), XN(I3)

READ,N

READ,MS,MF

REA-D, (X( I),Y( r), r=l,N)

rF(MF.LE,(N-l) ) CO rO S

Mtr' - i\r- 1

I,^]RITE (6,200) MF

2OO FORMAT(1H0,42}IDEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL CANNOT EXCEED

*N-1 
"/IH,4THREQUESTED MAXTMUÌ4 DECREE TOO LARGE_

?tREDUCED TO, 13)

5 MFP1=MF+1

MFP2=1.{F+2

D0 10 I = l,N

10 x¡](r) = r"

D0 30 I = I,MFpl

A(I,1) = O.

A(I,1,{FP2) = 0,

D0 20 J=l,N

A(r,1)=A(r,1)+xN(J)

A( I , },fFP2 )=A( I , }{FP2 )+Y( J)'"XN( J)

20 xN(J) = xN(J)*x(J)

-96-
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3O CONTINI]E

D0 50 I=2,MFPI

A(Ì4FPI,r) = 0.

D0 40 J=l ,N

A(l'lFPl' I)=A( MFP1, I)+XN( J)

4o xN(J)= xN(J)*x(J)

5O CONTINUE

D0 70 J=2,MFPI

D0 60 I=I ,MF

60 A( I, J) = A( I+l ,J-l)

7O CONTINUE

I,IRITE( 6 ,Z0I) ( (A( I, J) ,J=1 ,MFp2) ,I=t ,MFp1)

20I FORMAT( ',0"IIEIZ "4)

CALL LUDCMQ (A,MFPl, 10)

MSP I = I{S+1

D0 95 I=l'lSPl,MFPI

D090J=1,I

90 C(.1) = A(J,MFP2)

cArL SOLNQ (A,C,r,10)

Il{I= I-l

I\JRITE( 6,202) IMI, ( C(J) ,J=T ,I)
202 FORMAT(1H0,14HF0R DEGREE 0F,t2,17H COEFFICIENT ARE

,! 
, / lH, 10X,6FlB. B/5F18 . B)

PRINT B

B FOR}íAT('0"T16,'XDATA"T35,',YDATA"T55,',ypo],y)

D0 2 JJ=l,N

YY = 0.0
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DO I II=l,I

1 YY=YY*X(JJ)+C(I-II+I)

PRINT 9, X(JJ) ,Y(JJ),YY

9 FoRl'{AT( 3F20 " 5)

2 CO}ITINUE

BETA = 0 "0

D0 94 IPT =t,N

SUli = 0.0

D0 93 ICOEF = 2,I

JCOEF = I-ICOEF+2

suM = ( su'I+c( JCOEF) )'kX( rPT)

93 CONTINUE

SUM = SIII'{+C(1)

BETA= ( Y( IPT)-SUI'I):r:t2

94 CONTINUE

BETA = BETA/(N-T¡

I^rRrrE( 6 ,203) nnra

203 FORMAT(lH,10X,9H BETA rS, F10.7)

95 CONTINUE

STOP

E}TD

SUBROUTINE LUDCMQ (A,}T,NDIM)

DIMEIISION A( NDIÌ4, lrDIM)

D0 30 I=1,N

D0 30 J=2,N

SUM = 0.

rF (.1 "cT . r) co ro 15
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JMI = J-l

D0 10 K= 1 , JI{l

10 SUM = SU}4 + A(I,K)*A(i(,J)

A(r,J) = A(r,J) - sul.{

c0 T0 30

i 5 IMl=I-l

rF (rMr.EQ.O.)Go ro 25

D0 20 K=l ,IMl

20 SUlt=SUM+A( l,r)'tA(K,J)

2s rF(ABS(A(1,r)).i,r.1.E-i0) c0 r0 99

A(r,J) = (A(r,J)-SUM)/n(r, r)

3O CONTINUE

RETURN

99 tdB.rrE(6,100) r

100 FORÌíAT( lH0, 32H REDUCTION NOT COt'{pLETED BECAUSE ,

*3BH SÌ.{AIL VALUE FOUND FOR DTVISOR IN ROW, 13)

RETURN

END

SUBP.OUTINE SOLNQ (A, B,N,NDIM)

DIIIENSrON A(NDIÌ4,NDII{), B(NDI}{)

B(r) = B(r)/A(T,1)

D0 20 I=2,N

Il'{1 = I-1

SUM = 0"

D0 I0 K=l ,IMl

10 SUM = SU}$A( I, K)'^B( I()

20 B(r) = (B(r)-suM)/a(r,r)
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D0 40 J=2,N

NMJP2 = N-J+2

NMJPI = N-J+I

SUM = 0.

D0 30 K = NMJp2,N

3O SUM = SUM+A(NMJP1,K)'"8(I()

40 B(NMJPI) = B(NMJPI)-SUu

RETURN

END

$ENTRY


